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In this letter, we report the experimental demonstration of a dissipative self-sustained optomechanical resonator on a silicon chip by introducing dissipative optomechanical coupling between a
vertically offset bus waveguide and a racetrack optical cavity. Different from conventional bluedetuning limited self-oscillation, the dissipative optomechanical resonator exhibits self-oscillation
in the resonance and red detuning regime. The anti-damping effects of dissipative optomechanical
coupling are validated by both numerical simulation and experimental results. The demonstration
of the dissipative self-sustained optomechanical resonator with an extended working range has
potential applications in optomechanical oscillation for on-chip signal modulation and processing.
Published by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5009402

Optomechanical devices, which use light-matter interactions in nano-scale photonic structures, have been explored
extensively in applications such as torque sensors,1 nonvolatile mechanical memory,2 wavelength converters,3 and
high resolution accelerometers.4 In particular, self-sustained
optomechanical resonators,5 which can be directly used for
on-chip photonic clocks,6 homodyne RF receivers,7 and subcarrier optical links,8 are attracting more and more attention.
Typically, there are two mechanisms being adopted in optomechanical resonators, i.e., dispersive9 and dissipative10 optomechanical couplings, which arise from optical cavity
resonance frequency and cavity photon lifetime, respectively,
depending on the displacement of mechanical resonators.
Previous investigations of self-sustained optomechanical
resonators are based on dispersive optomechanical coupling11 whereby self-oscillation in the linear regime requires
a blue-detuned drive light relative to the optical resonance.8
This limitation is overcome in highly nonlinear optomechanical resonators by introducing a modulated optical pump.12
However, for practical applications, it is desirable to achieve
self-oscillation in the linear regime without being limited by
the blue-detuned light. In fact, the unique characteristics of
dissipative optomechanical coupling can be used to overcome this limitation. For example, Wu et al. used a splitting
optical cavity to generate a large dissipative coupling in torque and paddle beams,1 Tsvirkun et al. demonstrated dissipative coupling in a vertically separated photonic crystal,13 and
Li et al. investigated dissipative coupling in a microdiskwaveguide design, in which a feeding waveguide is movable
in-plane to generate dissipative coupling into the disk.14
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However, up to now, dissipative self-sustained optomechanical resonators are yet to be demonstrated.15
Here, we design, fabricate, and experimentally investigate a self-sustained optomechanical resonator on a silicon
chip by introducing dissipative optomechanical coupling
between a vertically offset bus waveguide and a racetrack
optical cavity. Compared with conventional dispersive optomechanical systems, the self-oscillations induced by the
dissipative mechanism can achieve a large working range
(from the blue to red detuning regime) and a relatively low
threshold power (70 lW). The self-sustained optomechanical
resonator based on dissipative coupling can be used as an
on-chip phonon source that consumes low power, which has
high potential in compact signal processing or modulation
applications.
Our dissipative optomechanical resonator consists of a
racetrack optical cavity, a mechanical resonator, and a curved
bus waveguide as shown in Fig. 1(a). The mechanical resonator is a double-clamped beam located at one arm of the optical
racetrack cavity with a cross-section of 450  220 nm2 and a
length of L ¼ 20 lm. The mechanical resonator vibrates in the
out-of-plane direction, which corresponds to fundamental
mechanical modes. Other mechanical modes, which are either
too small or in the much higher frequency range, are not discussed in the paper. The curved bus waveguide is coupled to
the racetrack optical cavity with a gap of 200 nm. The device
is fabricated in an SOI wafer by silicon nanophotonic technology with a 220-nm silicon structure layer.16 The cross-section
of the released region and the schematic of optomechanical
coupling of the mechanical resonator are shown in Fig. 1(b).
Although the mechanical resonator and the bus waveguide are
both released from the substrate with a gap of 300 nm, the suspended double-clamped beam mechanical resonator in the
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In the experiment, a broadband amplified spontaneous
emission (ASE) light (ALS-CL-13) is first coupled into the
bus waveguide through a grating coupler to characterize the
transmission spectrum of the optical cavity, which is analysed using an optical spectrum analyser (AQ6370D).17 The
grating coupler is designed for TE mode transmission in the
optical waveguide with a grating period of 630 nm and an
etching depth of 130 nm.18 The mechanical thermal noise
(under a high vacuum environment, 2  106 Pa) is measured
using a tunable laser (TSL 510) with polarization and power
being controlled. The output signal is received by a photon
detector and analysed using an oscilloscope (MDO4104B-3).
The detailed experimental set-up is shown in Fig. 2(a).
Based on the measured optical transmission spectrum as
shown in Fig. 2(b), the optical racetrack cavity exhibits a
high-quality factor of Qo ¼ 7.96  104 at the resonance
wavelength of ko ¼ 1591.33 nm with a linewidth of dk
¼ 20 pm. The thermal mechanical noise is shown in Fig.
2(c), which exhibits two resonance peaks at f1 ¼ 2.03 MHz
and f2 ¼ 6.50 MHz. The inset shows the finite element simulation of two fundamental mechanical modes of the mechanical resonator and suspended bus waveguide. The mechanical
quality factor of the mechanical resonator and suspended bus
waveguide is Qm1 ¼ 676 and Qm2 ¼ 2096 with mechanical
linewidths of 3 kHz and 3.1 kHz, respectively.
We first give a theoretical derivation of the transduction
mechanism. In the presence of dispersive and dissipative
couplings, the intra-cavity mode amplitude a is described
as15

FIG. 1. (a) Schematic of optomechanical coupling between the curved input
waveguide and the optical racetrack cavity. (b) Schematic of the crosssection of the released region. The inset is the finite element simulation
result showing the Ex component of the optical fields in the waveguide being
evanescently coupled to the optical racetrack cavity.

racetrack optical cavity is slightly lower than the bus waveguide with a vertical offset of Dy.
The dissipative and dispersive couplings in this optomechanical resonator arise from the out-of-plane vibrations of the mechanical resonator, altering the offset Dy
between the mechanical resonator and the bus waveguide.
When the mechanical resonator vibrates and move
towards the substrate, the effective index of waveguides in
the racetrack optical cavity increases, causing the decrease
in optical resonance frequency x0. The dispersive coupling factor is defined as gom ¼ dx0 =dy. When the
mechanical resonator vibrates and approaches the substrate, transmission from the bus waveguide to the optical
cavity is reduced due to evanescent wave mismatch, which
corresponds to the reduced external coupling rate je. The
dissipative coupling factor is defined as jom ¼ dje =dy.
Thus, both the resonance frequency and external coupling
rate of the optical cavity can be modulated by the mechanical resonator in this vertically offset design, resulting in
the dispersive and dissipative couplings. It should be
noted that the intrinsic dissipative coupling can be
neglected because the mechanical vibration does not
change the intrinsic coupling rate.

_ ¼ ðiðD  gom yÞ  ðj  jom yÞ=2ÞaðtÞ
aðtÞ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
þ ðj  jom yÞ nmax =2;

(1)

meff y€ þ meff cm y_ þ meff x2m y ¼ hgom a a;

(2)

where D ¼ x0  x is the frequency detuning, x is the driving laser frequency, x0 is the optical cavity resonance frequency, gom is the dispersive coupling, jom is the dissipative
coupling, y is the displacement of the mechanical resonator,
j is the cavity linewidth, nmax is the maximum cavity photon
number when the detuning is zero nmax ¼ 4Pin je =j2 hx, je is
the external cavity linewidth, and Pin is the incident power.
The total transmission is expressed as T ¼ ð4ðD  gom yÞ2
þ4ðj=2  je Þ2 Þ=4ðD  gom yÞ2 þ ðj  jom yÞ2 . je is estimated to be 0.47j in our device by fitting the transmission
spectrum. A shift in the y-direction dy will change
the optical resonance frequency and coupling rate, resulting
in a variation dT in the transmission spectrum, i.e.,
dT ¼ ðgom @T=@D þ jom @T=@je Þdy, where @T=@D and
@T=@je are the dispersive and dissipative transduction factors.16 The measured power spectral density at mechanical
frequency due to transmission fluctuations is expressed as1
Sp ¼

 2
dT
ðgPin GÞ2 4kb TQm
;
R
meff ð2pf1 Þ3 dy

(3)

where g  0:3 is the coupling efficiency of the grating
coupler, Pin  10 lW is the estimated power in the
bus waveguide, G  1  104 V=W is the detector gain
factor, kb ¼ 1:38  1023 J K1 is the Boltzmann constant,
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FIG. 2. (a) Schematic of the measurement set-up. TL, tunable laser; FPC,
fiber polarization controller; VOA,
variable optical attenuator; ASE,
amplified spontaneous emission light;
OSA, optical spectrum analyzer; PD,
photon detector; OS, oscilloscope; and
S1-S3, switch. (b) Transmission spectrum of the optical racetrack cavity.
The inset is the fitting of optical resonance at 1591.33 nm. (c) Power spectrum density of the mechanical
resonator. The inset is the finite element simulation of two fundamental
mechanical modes.

T ¼ 293 K is the room temperature, Qm is the mechanical
quality factor, R ¼ 50X is the load resistance, meff is the
effective mechanical mass (meff ¼ 0:64pg), and f1 is the
mechanical frequency.
In the experiment, a low power light of 10 lW at wavelength kd is coupled into the devices. The transduction amplitude of measured power spectral density at the mechanical
resonator as a function of wavelength detuning (Dk/
dk ¼ (kd  ko)/dk)19 is shown in Fig. 3(a). By fitting the measured experimental results using Eq. (3), the dispersive and dissipative coupling factors with gom/2p ¼ 560 MHz/nm and jom/
2p ¼ 109 MHz/nm are obtained, which are plotted as the blue
and red dotted lines for clear illustration. In particular, the
interference between the dispersive and dissipative couplings
is also observed in the experiments. When the wavelength
detuning (Dk/dk) is tuned from 2.8 to 2.8, the power spectrum density shows two peaks and the peak at detuning 0.5 is
larger than that at detuning 0.5. The reason is that the
dispersive and dissipative couplings have constructive interference jgom @T=@Dj þ jjom @T=@je j at blue detuning (Dk/dk  0)
and destructive interference jgom @T=@Dj  jjom @T=@je j at
red detuning (Dk/dk  0). To validate the vertical offset, the
simulated transmission and dissipative optomechanical coupling as a function of the vertical offset are shown in Fig. 3(b).
Since we have determined the dissipative optomechanical coupling as jom/2p ¼ 109 MHz/nm, the vertical offset is estimated
to be 36 nm. The vertical offset can be controlled in the fabrication process by introducing a residual stress in the silicon
layer through silicon dioxide deposition on the backside of the
wafer.
After characterizing the dissipative coupling factor, the
optical power is increased to excite the mechanical resonator
into self-oscillation. A numerical simulation is performed to
gain an insight into the mechanism of self-oscillation
induced by dissipative coupling. By combining the equations
of optical cavity and mechanical resonator, the coupled
equation is expressed as20


~  g~ y~Þ  ð~
~ om y~Þ=2 a~ð~t Þ
a~_ ð~t Þ ¼ iðD
jj
om
~ om y~Þ=2;
þ ð~
jj

(4)

€y~ þ ~c m y~_ þ y~ ¼ J a~a~ ;

(5)

whereby the frequencies are normalized by x1 , ~t ¼ x1 t,
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ ~
~ ¼ j=x1 ,
¼ D=x1 , g~om ¼ 1, j
y~ ¼ gom y=x1 , a~ ¼ a= nmax , D

FIG. 3. (a) Measured power spectrum density at mechanical resonance as a
function of wavelength detuning. The red (blue) dotted lines are simulated
dispersive (dissipative) optomechanical coupling. The value of y-axes is calculated based on Eq. (3). (b) Simulated normalized transmission and dissipative coupling as a function of the vertical offset. The vertical offset of the
mechanical resonator changes the transmission of the cavity due to evanescent wave mismatch.
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~ om ¼ jom =gom , ~c ¼ cm =x1 , x1 ¼ 2pfm , and J ¼ 4hnmax
j
~ om ¼ 0, the
gom 2 =meff x1 3 is the coupling strength. By setting j
coupled equations are reduced to those that describe conventional dispersive optomechanical resonators. The simulated
response of the mechanical resonator in the time domain at
~ ¼ 0, g~ ¼ 1, j
~ ¼ 100, J ¼ 6, and ~c
zero-detuning with D
om
¼ 1:5  103 is shown in Fig. 4(a). Based on previous theoretical derivation21 and experimental results,22 the mechanical resonator will not be excited into self-oscillation when the
~ ¼ 0, which agrees well with
detuning is on resonance, i.e., D
~ om ¼ 0:2 with the
our simulated results. However, by setting j
other same parameters, the mechanical resonator steps into selfoscillation as shown in Fig. 4(b). By setting the detuning in the
red-detuning regime, the self-oscillation still holds. The simulated results confirm that the dissipative coupling can effectively excite the mechanical resonator into self-oscillation from
the blue to red-detuning regime, breaking the conventional limitation. We conclude that the total optical anti-damping factor
can be expressed as ctotal ¼ co þ ce, where co and ce are the
anti-damping factors provided by dispersive and dissipative
couplings,13,14 respectively. In the blue-detuning regime, both
co and ce compensate the intrinsic mechanical damping and
contribute to self-oscillation. On the other hand, while in onresonance or red-detuning, co increases the mechanical damping and ce must be larger than co and the intrinsic mechanical
damping to excite the mechanical resonator into selfoscillation. As a result, the optomechanical resonator can operate from the blue to red detuning regime with the presence of
dissipative coupling.
Finally, self-oscillation from the blue to red detuning
regime is experimentally demonstrated. A blue detuned drive
light at power Pin ¼ 100 lW is coupled into the optical racetrack cavity to introduce the optical anti-damping effects on
the mechanical resonator. The measured power spectral density in the time and frequency domain as a function of wavelength detuning Dk/dk from 3 to 1 is shown in Fig. 5(a).
The time domain traces clearly show that the mechanical resonator steps into self-oscillation from Dk/dk ¼ 2.5 and
ends at Dk/dk ¼ 1. To visualize the detuning process, the
mechanical linewidth and frequency shift as a function of
wavelength detuning are shown in Fig. 5(b). In the presence

FIG. 4. Simulated response of the mechanical resonator at zero-detuning
~ om ¼ 0:2 based on
~ om ¼ 0 and (b) j
when dissipative coupling is set as (a) j
Eqs. (4) and (5).
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FIG. 5. (a) Signals in the time and frequency domain obtained from the photon detector when the wavelength detuning is controlled from 3 to 1. The
curves are vertically offset for clear illustration. (b) Measured mechanical
frequency shift and mechanical linewidth as a function of wavelength detuning. (c) Amplitude of the mechanical resonator as a function of dropped optical power at detuning 2. The threshold power is 70 lW.

of dissipative coupling, the mechanical resonator starts to
self-oscillate from Dk/dk ¼ 2.5 to 1 (mechanical linewidth
decreased below 1.5 kHz)23 and the frequency of the
mechanical resonator is increased with the wavelength
detuning, showing a maximum shift of 150 kHz at onresonance detuning. It is noted that the mechanical nonlinearity and optomechanically induced Duffing nonlinearity
start to play a role in the self-oscillation regime. We attribute
this maximum on-resonance frequency shift to these nonlinear effects. The observed self-oscillations in detuning Dk/dk
from 2.5 to 1 confirm that the mechanical resonator can
operate from the blue to red detuning regime with the presence of dissipative coupling. In particular, in the onresonance and red-detuning regime, the self-oscillation
totally depends on the dissipative coupling. The amplitudes
of the mechanical resonator as a function of dropped optical
power are shown in Fig. 5(c) with a maximum amplitude of
1650 pm. The threshold power 70 lW demonstrated in this
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design is modest in comparison with other state-of-the-art dispersive optomechanical oscillators [3.56 (Ref. 24)–127 lW].24,25
In particular, we estimated that the optomechanical resonator
can achieve a 10% reduction in the threshold power as compared with pure dispersive optomechanical coupling in the blue
detuning regime by simulating Eqs. (4) and (5).
In conclusion, a dissipative self-sustained optomechanical resonator on a silicon chip is designed, fabricated, and
experimentally demonstrated. By introducing dissipative
optomechanical coupling between a vertically offset bus
waveguide and a racetrack optical cavity, the self-oscillation
is observed from blue detuning Dk/dk ¼ 2.5 to red detuning
Dk/dk ¼ 1. The anti-damping effects of dissipative coupling
are also investigated in both numerical simulation and experimental results. The demonstration of optomechanical oscillation with the extended working range provides a different
way to investigate dissipative optomechanical coupling and
will benefit potential applications of optomechanical oscillation in on-chip signal modulation and processing.18
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